Benjamin Franklin and medicine was an excellent idea for a book, and Stanley Finger has executed the project admirably. As patient, advisor, author, publisher, inventor, and inquisitor, medicine permeated Franklin\'s life. Franklin was a quintessential Enlightenment figure, an optimist who considered that medicine (along with printing, the study of electricity, and the designing of spectacles and stoves) was among the best practical pursuits through which the human lot might be improved. Franklin took on new medical interests throughout life thus making him a perfect subject for the historian.

Franklin\'s changing concerns mirror innovations in eighteenth-century medicine and allow Finger to tell a chronological tale weaving together medical developments and biography in a most unforced fashion. In 1733 the young printer in Philadelphia published *Poor Richard*, an almanac full of maxims and medical advice. He promoted smallpox inoculation with characteristic relish and good sense---that is he never seemed to let any medical novelty blind him to its deficiencies. He experimented with electricity as a cure for palsies and his natural scepticism prevented his embracing it with the sort of enthusiasm that fired John Wesley. He studied lead poisoning and music therapy. He conducted an investigation into mesmerism which he viewed with the same steely doubt that marked all he did. In his old age he suffered from gout and experimented unsuccessfully with cures for it.

These many things, Finger relates with pleasing thoroughness, plying the reader with sufficient background detail to make for comprehension but not so much as to spoil the plot. The most striking thing that emerges from this biography is that Franklin was one of the first modern citizens of the United States and, indeed, the western world. He took completely seriously the doctrine of *mens sana in corpore sano* and cultivated his body as a means of fostering a serious republican mind. In this respect, like so many Enlightenment figures, he also looked back to ancient political and medical models; not that he was a solemn or solitary figure: quite the reverse. He was a jovial, clubbable chap, who saw in conviviality a natural route to social harmony---much like the Scots who clearly warmed to him. His advocacy of knowledge of the management of the six non-naturals placed him firmly among both the ancients and the moderns. He was a vigorous swimmer, promoted the virtues of fresh air, trees and forests, and was a kindly presence and knowing intellectual critic around serious-minded folk like Joseph Priestley. Knowledge of medicine in the broadest sense, he clearly believed, fostered the life of society, and here is the difference with the ancients: like the young French reformers such as Pierre Cabanis, with whom he spent much time, he saw medicine as a social institution, not simply a form of knowledge and practice to be used for individual betterment. This excellent book lacks nothing except Franklin\'s most memorable aphorism: "Beer is living proof that God loves us and wants us to be happy".
